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_______$____ New contract for each additional derivative (NOT LESS THAN $1000) 

_______ 2 photos, passport style 

 

Form G-28 

_______Matter no written on the corner (makes filing/scanning easier) 

_______G28, 2 signatures of principal applicant & Attorney 

_______Address on form G-28 is not our address 

 

I-912 Fee Waiver if this is a ‘stand-alone’ or Money Order (for I-192) 

_______ Form I912, or $930 Money Order Payable to US Department of Homeland Security 

If a derivative application, you can name this derivate on the Principal’s fee waiver if 

you are filing the principal’s application at the same time as this derivate package.  

Form i-918A 

_______ Pink cover sheet that says “supplement A” if it’s being mailed with the principal  

    applicant’s 918 

_______ Form 918A – Confirm the principal applicant is named on Part 2. 

_______ Confirm Name matches the Birth Certificate 

_______ Confirm DOB matches the Birth Certificate 

_______ All questions on the form are answered? Writing "none" or "N/A" where applicable 

_______ Two signatures, principal (and derivative if in the US. ) 

_______ Copy only of Supplement B included of the principal applicant  

_______ Crimes: Page 4, Question 1b  - special attention to crimes; list all crimes; use extra 

sheet of paper if needed or use available criminal history chart.  

_______ Should include dispositions or order immediately 

   Ask Attorneys for help if you need to, they are here to help 

_______ fbi/doj report included 

_______ Proceedings Page 6, #16-21: Include NTA, Removal order, BIA receipt, or 9th cir 

docket 

https://www.uscis.gov/i-918


 

Supporting Documentation 

 

_______ Birth cert of applicant w/translation 

_______ Passport (if not available, include in the waiver….) 

_______ Proof of relationship attached? 

 Birth cert if parent/Child relationship - 

 marriage cert if spouse relationship 

_______ Include NTA, Removal order, BIA receipt, or 9th cir docket 

_______ Fingerprint card for each derivative outside of the US.  

Form I-765 

 

 _______Form I-765, 2 Signatures, Applicant and Attorney 

 _______Confirm Name and Birth date match the actual birth certificate 

_______Category: (A) (19) for applicant and derivatives  

 **Derivatives are not eligible to apply for a work card if they are not in the US** 

 

I-192 Waiver  

_______ $930 Money order or filing fee waiver (Form i-912) 

_______Declaration for I-192 included 

_______Last/Additional Information Page - At Page 3, Part 2, Q. 15 - Inadmissibility reasons 

(include all that apply) if any are yes, a waiver must be included.  

 

[] Yes [] No I am a non immigrant without a valid passport  

[] Yes [] No I am an alien present without being admitted.  

[] Yes [] No I have resided in the United States illegally for over one year.  

[] Yes [] No I have been arrested in the United States.  

 

[] Yes [] No I have been unlawfully present for one year aggregate, left the US and re-entered  

   or  attempted to enter without being admitted.   

[] Yes [] No I have been ORDERED removed from the United States 

[] Yes [] No I have been PHYSICALLY removed from the United States 

 

[] Yes [] No I have claimed to be a US Citizen 

[] Yes [] No I have lied to obtain immigration benefits 

 

_______Send Via USPS/Fedex so we have a tracking # 

_______Copy tracking # into Note in TM. 

_______Scan the application onto the server 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I-918 A 

Derivative Application 

 
Relationship to principal: 
_________________ 


